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Electronic Battle Buzz Lightyear

- Missile launching sound effects!
- Blaster with launching 6 missiles! (Twist launcher to fire them all)

Look at my impressive wingspan!

Now with impressive wingspan!

Battle Buzz Lightyear interacts with Squad Leader Woody!

1. Pull Squad Leader Woody’s string to make him talk.
   - "Buzz, we’ve got trouble! Red Alert!"

2. Woody’s speech unlocks Battle Buzz Lightyear’s secret phrases!
   - "I’m on my way. Woody! Buzz Lightyear to the rescue!"

Adventures in Andy’s Room

- "Now nothing can stop me!"
- "Uh-oh!"
- "Buzz, don’t mention it!"
- "Thanks, Buzz."
- "ARRRGGHH!!"

For more Toy Story adventure, look for Squad Leader Woody!
To Replace Batteries
Loosen screw in battery compartment door, located under backpack. Remove door. Discard exhausted batteries, and insert 3 fresh "AA"/LR6 alkaline batteries. Replace door and tighten screw.

CAUTION: TO AVOID BATTERY LEAKAGE
1) Be sure to insert the batteries correctly and always follow the toy and battery manufacturers' instructions;
2) Do not mix old and new batteries or alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) or rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) batteries;
3) Always remove weak or dead batteries from the product.
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Thank you for buying this exciting Toy Story toy! For maximum play value, be sure to read and follow all directions.

Electronic Battle Buzz Lightyear
Includes 3 "AA"/LR6 batteries. Phillips screwdriver (not included) required for battery replacement.
**Playtime**

- Press large chest button to make Buzz Lightyear’s wings expand.
- Press wings back and flip down to reset.
- Push button for phrases.
- Insert projectiles into the launcher to load.
- Turn barrel of launcher to fire the six projectiles one at a time.
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**Wing Attachment**

- As an added feature, Electronic Battle Buzz Lightyear’s wings are designed to come off under undue pressure. If this happens, re-attach wings as shown.

![Snap into place](image4)
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**Interactive Speech Feature**

You can unlock Electronic Battle Buzz Lightyear’s secret command phrases when you put him together with Squad Leader Woody (sold separately)! For best toy function:

- Be sure to place Buzz Lightyear and Squad Leader Woody within 3 feet of each other.
- Turn them so that they are facing each other.
- Pull string on Woody for speech. Buzz Lightyear automatically responds!

**Troubleshooting tips**

- Place in well lit room.
- Replace batteries if speech becomes slow.
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